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• It has been produced by the Institute of Student Employers (ISE) 
supported by the Association of Graduate Careers Advisory 
Services (AGCAS). 

• Survey was open from Monday 20th April to Monday 4th May.

• 179 valid responses. 

• Most respondents were ISE members (57%) and large 
employers (72%). 

About the study



Sectoral breakdown



Geographical breakdown
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Furloughing

Firms are furloughing an average of 13% of staff.

They are furloughing an average of 14% of early career staff. 

There are some big sectoral differences with furloughing a particular issue in 
the Built environment, Energy, engineering & industry and Retail & FMCG 
sectors

The furloughing of staff in firms is also indirectly affecting the recruitment of 
early career staff. Just over 10% changed recruitment plans due to concerns 
about ability to support new hires.



Changes to hiring by business size
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Changes by sector

Non-graduates
(% change)

Graduates 
(% change)

Interns / placements 
(% change)

Built environment -75 -45 -65
Charity & public sector -72 -1 -3
Finance & professional services -44 -12 -56
Energy, engineering & industry -37 -15 -50
Retail & FMCG -30 -18 -32
Legal -21 -4 -8
Digital & IT -11 -17 -41
Health & pharmaceuticals 10 -10 -7



Reneging on job offers

14% of respondents reported that they had already reneged 
on a job offer. Renege rates are particularly high in the Built 
environment sector (36%) and the Retail & FMCG sector 
(38%). Only 10% of SMEs reported having reneged. 

14% of firms (12% of SMEs) are considering the possibility of 
reneging on more offers this year. The Built environment
(28%) and Retail & FMCG (25%) are the most likely to be 
considering further reneges. 



Recruitment plans for next year
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Reasons for changing recruitment plans

‘Uncertainty’ is the most common reason given for 
firms changing their hiring plans (just under 40%). 
Protecting current staff is a concern across SMEs 
and corporates.

SMEs are more likely to be change their 
recruitment plans due to the financial impact on 
their business; large employers more concerned 
about ability to support new hires.
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Changes during lockdown
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Planned changes for the autumn
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Face-to-face or remote in the autumn?

And beyond?
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Engaging with schools and colleges

A third of firms would like schools and colleges to engage with 
them as usual but 40% would prefer that contact is paused.

Employers want to maintain normal channels of communication. 
Over a third specifically mentioned communication should be 
through email or other online channels.

However 10% of employers want to explore digital ways of 
engaging with students through schools and colleges but need 
significant notice. 



Engaging with universities

71% of firms are keen to maintain engagement with 
HEIs. Respondents are looking for clarity on campus 
activities, assessment and qualification plans.

Large employers more likely to want to retain regular 
contact/be contacted with updates ASAP than SMEs. 
SMEs slightly more likely to want no contact until later.

Desire for higher education providers to take the lead 
and create new opportunities for employers to engage 
with students. 
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31% of employers anticipate 
delaying the start date, with a 
further 31% still undecided.

55% are planning to induct staff 
remotely. 

Inducting new staff



Wider employee development

73% of respondents anticipating that 
they would have to deliver more learning 
and development provision online

Almost all respondents (94%) also 
reported that they were providing 
support to help staff manage their 
health and wellbeing during 
lockdown. 
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Reflections

Large employers are more likely to have positive 
reflections on the crisis (>50% positive). Less than a 
third of SMEs’ reflections are positive (50% negative). 

Greatest concern for all employers is the financial 
impact of COVID-19 on their organisation. Impact on 
early career recruitment also significant.

Many employers expect long-term changes to how 
they operate and revised plans for the future.



Reflections

Energy, engineering & industry firms concerned about the 
return to normal post-lockdown. Worries about backlogs of 
work and how to capitalise on opportunities for growth.

Financial impact on their business is the greatest concerns 
for Retail & FMCG, Legal and Finance & professional 
services firms. 

The third most common reflection for Charity & public 
sector organisations is that the crisis has highlighted the 
importance of their work.



• The short-term picture is becoming clear.
• Student recruitment for this year is down but not out.
• Business processes have substantially moved online. 

• The medium-term picture is still unclear.
• Recruitment numbers are still being decided, but there are 

some worrying signs. 
• Many business processes look like they are moving online 

for good. 

• We are still some way from establishing the new normal!

In summary
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